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2022 Catalog
All Other Veggie Starts
Although tomatoes and their relatives are the most popular plants for our gardens, we also
need everything else to accompany them. Herewith, the brassicas, lettuces, greens, and
members of the squash, cuke and melon family.
The squashes, cukes and melons are grown in biodegradable peat pots—for less root shock
when transplanting. The squashes are offered in individual “hills” - thus generally 2 plants
per pot. Cukes and melons are 1 plant per pot.
Returning your empty plastic containers enables us to keep prices lower. We will clean and
reuse the following year.

For pricing, see the separate 2022 Price List.
Individual plants available in 4.5 to 5” pots — fully hardened off and ready to plant in your
garden.
When the plants are well established, mulch to retain water if needed, retard weeds and keep
leaves clean. Fertilize with a good organic fertilizer. Drip irrigation or soaker hoses help to keep
the foliage dry.
A healthy plant is better able to resist pests and diseases! Happy Growing!
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Belstar

Covina F1

Broccoli

65 Days A

75 Days A

Heat tolerant broccoli for spring, summer and fall
crops. Compact plants have round domes, small to
medium beads and short stems with a thick main
stalk. Domes span 6-8" at maturity and average 1.5
lbs. Ideal for short-stemmed crown cuts or florets. 1014 day harvest window.

DeCicco

804s

804s

Green Cabbage

62 Days A

Brussels Sprouts

Disease resistant variety for a reliable crop of tightly
wrapped sprouts. Nautic's sprouts are spaced further
apart, allowing plants to dry out quickly to avoid
spread of disease and making it easier to harvest
individual sprouts. Vigorous and sturdy plants with 1"
sprouts.

Bilko Napa

804s

Napa Cabbage

63 Days A

Super early, adorable green 3-4 lb heads on compact
plants; perfect for smaller households! Round and
solid, with delicate but crunchy texture and sweet,
spicy flavor with buttery undertones when cooked.
Few outer wrapper leaves; short harvest window.
Habit suitable for dense plantings.

804s

Red Cabbage

62 Days A

Disease resistant, dense heads with crispy,
tender texture. Broad white midribs and
pale green outer leaves with a creamy
yellow interior. 12" barrel shape heads.
Stores into late fall.

Adona F1

804s

Cauliflower

63 Days A

Early producing, compact, dark red heads ideal for, succession
plantings. Texture is tender and very sweet with a manageable
2-3 lb head size that is perfect for a single meal. Plants are
uniform and highly productive. Plants head up quickly which
makes them perfect for succession growing. Interior leaves
are plentiful, protected by nice wrapper leaves.

Bermeo F1

804s

120 Days A

Italian variety known for tender stalks and mild flavor.
Reliable multi-cut variety that produces a compact, 34" bluish-green central head followed by a prolific set
of side shoots. Variable maturity results in a long
harvest period for both central heads and side shoots.
Excellent home garden variety.

Primero F1

Stressful field conditions don't bother this
workhorse broccoli - upright, large-framed
plants produce big, tightly beaded heads for
reliable harvests. Good for both spring and
fall production. 6-8" heads.

Nautic F1

Broccoli

48 Days A

Golden Acre

Broccoli

804s

Strong, vigorous plants with beautiful, high quality heads.
Well-domed compact heads with dense flavorful white
curds that resist becoming fuzzy or ricey. Heads are wellprotected; wrapper leaves are well suited to tying or the
"break, fold and cover" method of blanching. Tolerant of
bacterial soft rot and downy mildew. 5" heads

804s

Cauliflower

68 Days A
Hardy leaves surround a reliable firm, round,
domed head. Excellent variety for summer
production due to exceptional heat tolerance.
Heads are uniform and dense, making it a great
choice. Plants hold well in the garden. 6-7" heads.
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Mixed Green and Red

Batavian Lettuce

48 Days A
Alluring wine-red European batavian is a classic both for baby
leaf and full head production. Looks a little like a butterheadromaine cross, as the open rosettes fold together like a romaine
in the center at full maturity. Shiny red leaves on the outside,
green in the center, crisp and juicy with some heft.
Green and Red Mixed

606s

Butterhead Lettuce

50 Days A

Mix of red Cardinale and Carmona
with green Nancy butterhead
lettuces.
Green and Red Mixed

606s

Leaf Lettuce

50 Days A

A delightful mix of red (New Red Fire),
and yellow-green (Australian Yellow)
leaf lettuces.
Jadeite (Mini)

606s

Romaine Lettuce

50 Days A
True to name, mini-romaine Jadeite’s matte apple-green rounded leaf and graceful small
vase form looks carved. It practically glowed from within with pristine health through our
hot and humid 2018 lettuce trial. With a delicate crunch, a dash of juicy sweetness, and
touch of buttery texture to the blanched yellow hearts, Jadeite’s small stature yields
artisan-quality flavor. While not as furnace-proof as full-sized romaines, Jadeite has good
heat tolerance and very good cold hardiness, allowing closely spaced successions through
many seasons.
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Romaine Lettuce

Jericho

57 Days
Bright green leaves, unique silky texture and sweet flavor even
in the heat of summer. Good selection for indoor or outdoor
cultivation, with some tolerance to powdery mildew and downy
mildew as well as excellent resistance to heat stress and tip
burn.
Marshall

606s

Romaine Lettuce

67 Days A
As Merlot is to looseleafs so Marshall is to romaines, the standard
for color intensity. Deep dark red leaves with contrasting pink veins,
and a smidgen of light green in the center. Tall upright 8" heads.
Leaves smooth and succulent, crisp and chewy, lacking the bitterness
usually associated with such coloration. Ornamental and delectable
Mixed Romaine

606s

Romaine Lettuce

60 Days A

Mix of mini and full size romaines.
Enjoy the mini romaine while waiting
for the full size to mature.
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Mixed Arugulas

Tango

Arugula

40 Days A

85 Days A

Mix of: Astro (mildly spicy), Esmee (more nutty),
Rocket (robust peppery) and Ice-bred (complex full
flavors). Mix of strap and cut leaf shapes as young
plants. Good as a cut and come again crop. Cook
mature leaves with other greens. Protect from heat
with shade cloth to retard bolting.

Dwarf Green

Greatly improved variety that is early and easy to
grow. Plants are vigorous with good flavor; excellent
for shorter seasons and home gardens. Smooth, non
-stringy stalks with a big celery crunch and beautiful,
apple-green tops. Self-blanching; 18-20" tall.

804s

Dazzling Blue

Curly Kale

60 Days A

Lacinato Kale

Dazzling indeed, this Lacinato-type delights with unique
coloring and rich flavor. Vigorous plants produce leaves
with purple midribs and a range of colors that intensify
in cool temperatures.Hardier than the traditional
Lacinato. Ideal for raw kale salads. Colored Lacinatotype · 24-30 tall.

606s

Fordhook

Siberian Kale

55 Days A

606s

Green Swiss Chard

55 Days A

Sweet, tender leaves with excellent frost
tolerance. with blue green leaves and white
ribs that get sweeter in cold weather.
Tolerates wet soils and just as hardy as the
toughest Russian.

Rainbow

4 inch pot

60 Days A

A frost tolerant variety from northern
Germany that can be harvested long into
winter. Similar to Ripbor with a slightly
smaller frame and attractive, tender medium
green leaves.

White Russian

Celery

Fordhook Giant' is an old favorite with its broad, strong stems
and large leaves packed with vitamins and minerals. A vigorous
grower with a long growing season, it will provide fresh greens
from early summer into fall, and year-round in mild climates.
White stem varieties are generally more bolt and cold tolerant
and more productive than colored stem varieties. Young leaves
are great for salads. Glows in containers as an ornamental.

606s

606s

Multi Color Swiss Chard

60 Days A
Striking blend of red, pink, white, yellow and gold
stems. Upright habit makes for clean production
and easy harvesting. Color intensity is not as well
defined early on; mostly pink, red and white at
baby stage. Grow to full size for a dazzling display.
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Adam F1

Pickling Cucumber Little Leaf H19

60 Days A

58 Days A

High-quality heavy yielding European pickler. Fruit
possesses a full, even shape with minimal tapering at a
small size. Dense, crisp flesh and characteristic bumpy
skin are most pronounced when young and help
maintain crispness in pickling. Plants do not require
pollination - perfect for greenhouses! 3-4" fruit

National

Uniform fruits great for fresh eating or pickling. Compact,
multi-branching vines climb easily; small leaf size makes
fruit easy to see. Great for field, greenhouse, or
containers. Developed and released by the University of
Arkansas in 1991. Plants produce fruit under stress and
3 inch peat pot without pollinators, guaranteeing high yields. 3-4" fruit

Pickling Cucumber Marketmore 86

52 Days A

Slicing Cucumber

Released in 1986 by Dr Munger of Cornell, this whitespined slicer is 5 days earlier, dark green skin and a
slimmer shape. This along with broader disease
resistance, a less sprawling keafy habit and high
yields gives us a noteworthy alternative to
3 inch peat pot
Marketmore 76.

Slicing Cucumber

54 Days A

Tasty Green F1

3 inch peat pot

Slicing Cucumber

60 Days A

A creamy-white slicer with excellent flavor and
lovely smooth skin. The hands-down winner in
our taste tests for its mild flavor, juicy texture and
thin skin. Fruits are 2" wide, with a long, narrow
shape and mild flavor. Bred by Cornell University.

Sweet Granite

3 inch peat pot

56 Days A

Short, thick cukes with blunt ends are perfect for
pickles and delicious in salads. Fruits have striped,
medium green skin and a slightly tapered shape to fit
in a pickle jar. A heavy producer with black spines.
Developed by the National Pickle Packers Association;
the cuke pickle growers asked for. Productive.

Silver Slicer

Pickling Cucumber

A slender Asian burpless variety with delicate skin and sweet
flavor. Vigorous plants produce long, slim fruits with higher yields
and smoother skin than the heirloom Suyo Long. An early
producer, Tasty Green F1 offers high quality fruit with shallow
ridges and crisp texture. Popular for growing in home gardens.
Best quality trellised, as fruits tend to curl if plants are left to
3 inch peat pot grow over the ground. Intermediate resistance to downy mildew.

3 inch peat pot

Melons

80 Days A
Released in 1966 by the late Professor Elwyn Meader
of the University of New Hampshire. An early variety
well suited for direct seeding in far northern, coastal,
and mountain climates. Oblong, sweet, orange-fleshed
fruits have light netting and weigh 2-3 pounds. Fruits
keep 1-2 days after slipping. 65-80 days
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New England Pie

Pie Pumpkin

105 Days A

4.5 inch peat

4.5 inch peat

Summer n Zucs Squash

Spineless and extra early. combines extra earliness
with spineless leaf petioles for a better percentage of
blemish-free fruits and an easier harvest. The very
attractive fruits have good flavor, and are a bit longer
than typical, yellow straight necks. Bred by Dr. Brent
Loy at the University of New Hampshire.

Summer/ Zucs Squash Pantheon F1

55 Days A

4.5 inch peat

Summer/ Zucs Squash

50 Days A

Dark green, glossy fruit on single-stemmed
plants with great vigor. Bred for vigorous,
productive plants that establish easily
without irrigation. Modern open-pollinated
variety. Best at 6-8".

4.5 inch peat

Winter Squash

105 Days A

Classic Costata Romanesco appearance but
superior uniformity, higher yielding, and easier
to harvest. Improved upright bush habit with
reduced spines. Firm flower attachment at
marketable size and attractive, glossy fruit.

Butternut, Brulee

4.5 inch peat

Winter Squash

90 Days A

Dark green fruits with golden orange, stringless flesh
and sweet, rich flavor. A long-time New England
favorite! Typically produces 10-12 fruits per plant,
with vines reaching 15' long. This strain has a high
percentage of clean, non-warty and uniform squash.
Fruits have a gray button on the blossom end. .

4.5 inch peat

Delicata, Honey Boat Winter Squash
100 Days A

A prolific and early producer of stout, personalsized squashes with traditional butternut color.
Uniform, squat fruits have a rich and savory
flavor profile, with just the right amount of
sweetness. Very high yields on vigorous plants.

Spaghetti

4.5 inch peat

Winter Squash

88 Days A

Many claim that this refined Delicata is the
"sweetest squash in existence". Long fruits have
the traditional green striping of Delicatas, but with
coppery skin instead of the classic yellow. Holds
well and keeps its sweetness through storage.
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4.5 inch peat

48 Days A

Tender lemon-yellow fruits. Signature bent fruit are
best harvested at 5-6" long or smaller for best flavor
and texture. This strain has been selected for yield,
shape and quality. The only yellow summer squash we
grow for ourselves. If left to overgrow, can be used for
a dark yellow, warty ornamental gourd. Prolific yields.

Burgess Buttercup

Our sweetest pie pumpkin with elegant appeal. Deep
orange skin is decorated with silvery netting and
slight ribs, giving it a magical appearance. Excellent
for pie, cheesecake and soup. Similar to New England
Pie in size but doesn't keep as well. Velvety sweet
flesh.

Summer n Zucs Squash Slick Pik YS 26

50 Days A

Dark Star

Pie Pumpkin

100 Days A

Commercial standard for pie pumpkins with long
handles and dry, bright orange skin. Stringless, sugary
flesh cooks down to a smooth, superior pie filling.
Slightly smaller and more uniform than New England
Pie. Great for painting and carving! Reliable harvest.

Early Yellow

Winter Luxury

4.5 inch peat

Fork over the squash pasta! Oblong, medium-sized light yellow
fruits have very sweet flesh. Bake or boil this unusual vegetable
and the flesh separates into long noodles resembling spaghetti.
A fun treat for the family with kid friendly vegetable appeal just top with sauce and serve! 4-5 fruits/plant. C. pepo. Kid
friendly. Stores several months.

Pumpkins, Summer and Winter Squash

4.5 inch peat
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Waltham Butternut

Winter Squash

105 Days A
By far the most widely grown OP butternut with
delicious, finely textured dark orange flesh. Uniform
fruits with smooth, tan skin that is easily peeled with
a potato peeler. Strain has been selected for
uniformity of size, shape and yields. Excellent keeper
if cured properly.
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2022 Order Form
Name:

Date:

Address:

Pick-up date?
Delivery

Tel # or email address:

PLANT

Ex: Tomato, Paste

VARIETY NAME

Roma

QUANTITY

TOTAL ORDER PRICE
(SEE PRICE LIST)

3

15.00

Total from this page
Total from Following pages
Total All Pages

If more space needed, use another form

•

To assist in “Social Distancing”, we recommend pick-up at the farm OR delivery !
Farm Hours: Sun—Thurs: 8 AM—6 PM by appointment. Tamworth Farmers Market: Sat 9 — 12 - starting May 15 as long as we
have plants available, hopefully thru the end of June

•

Delivery available to Madison and Tamworth addresses: $125 minimum order per delivery.

•

For pricing of specific plant types, please see our Price List.
Thank You for Supporting Your Local Farmers!
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